
Each year, 16 million people  
— about 7% of the US population —  

suffer theft of their identities.

Sources: Vox, FTC, Wall Street Journal, Aware Force,  
Consumer Reports, Zander Insurance

Protecting your good name

How do crooks get your 
personal information?

Signs your personal identity 
has been stolen:

Steps to take if you think your 
identity has been stolen:

Having your identity stolen is one of the most 
stressful crimes you can suffer because it’s 
so difficult track where and how much 
damage has been done. On average, fixing a 
case of identity theft requires 150 hours of 
work and takes six months. The average 
victim will lose more than $10,000. 

Steal data from a lost laptop or smartphone 

Use data from a cybersecurity breach 

Steal mail from an unlocked mailbox 

Pick through trash cans

Identity theft victims must deal with bills 
for purchases they didn’t make, focus on 
repairing their credit ratings and often take 
time off work to deal with issues that arise. 
In some cases, victims must even borrow 
money from family and even pawn items to 
cover expenses related to the crime.  

What do they do with the 
information they steal?

Take out new credit cards to buy merchandise  

Open bank accounts  

Submit bills to hospitals for fake treatments 

File false tax returns to get refunds 

Rent apartments or houses

Review your credit reports with the three big  

    agencies for inaccuracies. 

Check your accounts online at the IRS and  

    Social Security websites. 

File an ID theft report at the FTC website  

    identitytheft.gov. 

Freeze your credit (then temporarily un-thaw  

    it when you’re applying for a loan). 

Shred documents; don’t just throw them  
    away.

You receive calls from debt collectors about  

    purchases you did not make. 

Mail addressed to a someone else begins  

    appearing in your mailbox. 

You are unable to sign in to your online  
    accounts.




